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This paper contains new views about the amorphous and partially ordered phases of the three polymers
listed in the title. The discussion is based on information on structure, thermodynamic stability, and
large-amplitude molecular motion. Polyethylene is the basic backbone of all alkene polymers, and the
other two are the ﬁrst members of the vinyl polymers which have stereospeciﬁcally placed alkyl side
chains. Their multiphase structures consist of metastable crystals, mesophases, and surrounding rigid
and mobile amorphous fractions. All these phases have sizes ranging from micrometer dimensions down
to nanometers. Besides the phase structures, information about the molecular coupling between the
phases must be considered. Depending on temperature, the polymer phases can vary from solid (rigid) to
liquid (mobile). New knowledge is also gained by cross-comparison of the title polymers. The experi-
mental information was gained from (a) various forms of slow, fast, and temperature-modulated thermal
analysis to identify equilibrium and non-equilibrium states, (b) measurement of structure and
morphology at various length scales, and (c) tracing of the large-amplitude molecular motion, the
kinetics of order/disorder changes, and the liquid/solid transitions (glass transitions). It is shown that
much more needs to be known about the various phases and their coupling to characterize a given
polymer and to ﬁne-tune its properties for a given application.
Published by Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license. 1. Introduction
1.1. The multiphase structure
semi-crystalline polymers have a metastable, multiphase
structure with superstructures of dimensions from macroscopic
(above 1 mm) to nanometers. The common morphologies vary in
character from lamellar (as single lamellae, hedrites, spherulites, or
dendrites) to ﬁbrillar or nodular, detected by optical, electron, or
atomic force microscopy. The crystals are in most cases much
smaller than the molecules are long. This forces the molecules
either to fold (chain-folding principle [1, Sect. 3.2.2.1]), or to assume
a fringed micellar macroconformation which couples multiple
phases [1, Fig. III.5].
To understand such complicated systems, it is of importance to
know the crystal structures and the molecular motion. The crystaltry, University of Tennessee,
underlich).
N 37934-3707, USA.
CC BY-NC-ND license. structure is usually derived from diffraction experiments. To
directly assessmolecular motion, one can use infrared spectroscopy
(IR), Raman spectroscopy, or solid state nuclear-magnetic reso-
nance (NMR). With macroscopic calorimetry one can judge thermal
motion by interpretation of the heat capacity, Cp¼ (vH/vT)p,n, which
represents the change in enthalpy, H, with temperature, T, at
constant pressure, p, and composition, n [2]. Critically reviewed
experimental values of Cp are collected in the ATHAS Data Bank [3].
From calorimetry, one can also assess the degree of order via the
latent heat, L, by evaluation of entropy changes, DS, during equi-
librium transitions. A full thermodynamic description must
consider the global, usually non-equilibrium nature of the sample
and separate contributions from the local subsystems or phases.
Errors due to changes during measurement at time scales similar to
those innate to the unstable components must be avoided [2].
The crystals are surrounded by amorphous phases which can be
characterized by their glass transition. Above the glass transition
temperature, Tg, the amorphousmaterial is considered to bemobile
(mobile amorphous phase, MAF). The glass transition is usually
broadened to higher temperature from that of the entirely amor-
phous phase, the bulk-amorphous phase. Amorphous domains
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and are called a rigid-amorphous fractions, RAF, [2]. Earlier, the RAF
was called an ‘amorphous crystal-defect’ because of its close
coupling to the crystal [1, vol. 1]. Above its Tg, Cp of the RAF is similar
to that of the liquid MAF as it is extrapolated from the melt data.
1.2. The different molecular motions
The relaxed, amorphous liquid of ﬂexible, linear macromole-
cules (also designated as melt) can be considered to be in ther-
modynamic equilibrium. On lowering of the temperature, the
glassy, solid state is approached due to slowing of the cooperative,
large-amplitude motion. Depending on the molecular structure,
this large-amplitude motion can consist of intramolecular confor-
mational motion and for small molecules also of rotation and
translation of the whole molecule. Relative to the liquid, the glass
represents a metastable state with practically all of its heat capacity
generated by vibrations (small-amplitude motions). The amor-
phous structure and enthalpy of liquid and glass are identical when
extrapolated to their Tg, resulting in zero entropy change, DS, and
a non-zero change in heat capacity, DCp.
The small-amplitude thermal motion in the glassy and crystal-
line solid states can be separated into group vibrations and skeletal
vibrations, as is indicated in Fig. 1 for PE crystals. The group
vibrations are usually of high frequency (10e100 THz), and for
the same chemical structure, they are largely independent of the
degree of disorder, i.e., are similar in glasses and crystals. The
skeletal vibrations, in turn, reach from the acoustical frequencies to
about 10 THz. The contributions of the large-amplitude motion and
the skeletal and group vibrations to Cp are known for many poly-
mers from thermal analysis, while the contributions from the group
vibrations can also be calculated from their infrared and Raman
spectra [4].
1.3. The different phases
For molecules of a sufﬁciently regular chemical structure,
lowering of the temperature of a liquid may introduce different
degrees of order by crystallization [1] or mesophase formation [5].
Any phase with sufﬁcient cooperative, large-amplitude mobility
will undergo a glass transition on cooling [6]. Comparing different
phases of the same chemical composition at a given T, the mostFig. 1. Approximate vibrational spectrum of crystalline PE which reproduces the Cp
from 0 K to the beginning of large-amplitude motion. Glassy PE shows the same
spectrum except for a change ofQ3 to 80 K (Q¼ hv/k where h and k are the Planck and
Boltzmann constant, respectively). The theta temperatures Q3 and Q1 designate
the limiting three-dimensional and one-dimensional Debye temperatures,
respectively [2,4].stable phase has the lowest free enthalpy, G (Gibbs energy,
G¼H TS).
To assess the energetics of phases of linear, ﬂexible macromol-
ecules, one ﬁrst establishes the intramolecular bond energies
between the atoms. A second, lesser contribution comes from the
conformational energy due to internal rotation and its corre-
sponding intramolecular steric hindrance. This is followed by the
packing of the molecules of given conformation by considering
intermolecular van der Waals interactions, and for more polar
molecules, other weak bonding, such as dipole interaction and
hydrogen bonding [1, Sect. 2.3]. The fourth contribution comes
from the vibrational spectrum, as given for PE in Fig. 1. To the
vibrational contributions those from large-amplitude molecular
motion are to be added.
Fig. 2 presents a schematic of the ten possible phase types [1,5,6]
as distinguished by their glass and disordering transitions. This
scheme developed over the years, as documented by the publica-
tions [1,5,6]. The glass transitions, marked on the left side of the
ﬁgure, link mobile and solid condensed phases of the same struc-
ture. The glass transitions are time-dependent and occur over
a temperature range centered at Tg, the temperature of half-
completion of the DCp.
The disordering transitions on the right, in contrast, may be
sharp and reversible. The schematic also lists the connections to the
possible transition entropies on disordering. The overall entropy
increase on fusion, DS(fusion), refers to the equilibrium transitions
from crystal to melt (liquid). The three mesophase crystals are
increasingly disordered when going from top to bottom. Plastic and
liquid crystals are not connected by disordering transitions because
of their incompatible structure requirements (mesogen shapes) [5,
Sect. 2]. The ﬁve upper phases are solid phases, with even some
crystals, such as poly(oxyethylene) and aliphatic nylons, being solid
only below the Tg of their crystals occurring separate from the
melting temperature, Tm [6].
The ﬂexible, linear macromolecules can be characterized by four
overall shapes or macroconformations [1, Fig. III.5]: The ‘folded-
chain’ and the ‘fringed micellar’ macroconformations are usually
metastable. All spontaneous ordering from the third macro-
conformation, the ‘random coil,’ found in the liquids, yields more
stable states, but rarely equilibrium. The ‘extended-chain’ macro-
conformation is found in equilibrium crystals. It may develop onFig. 2. A schematic of the 10 types of phases and their typical transitions. Also marked
on the left are the mechanical appearances and heat capacity changes, DCp, at Tg. On
the right the approximate increases in entropy, DS, are listed on disordering as caused
by the various large-amplitude motions. The ‘bead’ corresponds to the molecule or part
of the molecule undergoing large-amplitude motion. The progression of the phases
from top to bottom commonly involves an increase in T.
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crystallization from the monomer to the polymer crystal (crystal-
lization during polymerization) [7].
Since in semi-crystalline samples the macromolecules may
bridge several phases, they are coupled across their phase bound-
aries. This coupling may inﬂuence the phase transitions [8], and
ultimately may create additional phases, such as the RAF, which
was ﬁrst described in [9].
1.4. The different polymers
The industrially most important linear polymer is polyethylene
(PE) with a monomer-based repeating unit of CH2eCH2e. In addi-
tion to molar mass, polydispersity, and thermal as well as
mechanical history, the properties of PE and other polymers, are
inﬂuenced by the chemical microstructure. The common types of
PE with different microstructure are:
1. Polymethylene (PM), also the structure-based name of PE. It
has a strictly linear structure (LPE), (CH2e)x. It was ﬁrst made
by decomposition of diazomethane [10] and named long before
ﬂexible macromolecules were recognized as a special class of
molecules.
2e5. Low-density PE (LDPE), was the ﬁrst industrial PE. It was
developed in the 1930s [11], synthesized from ethylene,
CH2]CH2, at high pressure via free-radical processes. It
contains many statistically placed parafﬁnic branches of fourFig. 3. The four helix types of PE, iPP, and iPB. The planar zigzag is illustrated for PE. It is
illustrated crystal form I of iPB. To appreciate the decrease in the overall length of the helices
the planar zigzag corresponds to the orthorhombic PE, the monoclinic iPP has the same c-and ﬁve carbon atoms, in addition to some long branches.
Both of these structure defects reduce the maximum crys-
tallinity that can be reached by cooling a melt of LDPE. Later,
other low-density variations of PE were introduced and
characterized as: Linear-low-, Very-low-, or Ultra-low-
density PE (LLDPE, VLDPE, and ULDPE, respectively).
6e7. High-density polyethylene (HDPE) is predominantly linear. It
was developed by the 1950s, using syntheses at low-pressure
[12,13]. Industrially, HDPE contains a small number of
branches, deliberately introduced by copolymerization or
from intrinsic side-reactions of the synthesis. A distinct
variety of such linear polyethylene, Ultra-high Molar Mass PE
(UHMMPE) has been developed predominantly as material
for high-strength PE ﬁbers.
The thermal properties of most of the different PEs are
summarized in [14]. The shape of lowest energy of a PE molecule is
a planar zigzag with all CeC-bonds in a trans-conformation, shown
as the left entry in Fig. 3 for a 12 repeating unit sequence. Metal-
locene, single-site catalysts were discovered in 1976 [15]. They
allow not only tailor-making polyethylenes (mPE), but are used
mainly to synthesize copolymers of ﬁxed microstructure within
and between molecules.
Propylene, CH2]CH(CH3), is the second in the series of alkenes.
Its methyl group characterizes the double-bond of the monomer as
a vinyl group. The repeating unit of polypropylene (PP), thus, is
CH2eCH(CH3)e. Using free-radical polymerization, as for thefound in all its polymorphs. The polymorphs of iPP show the same helix type as the
, every segment is drawn for 12 molecular repeating units. The crystal c-axis lengths of
axis length as iPB (see also Fig. 11, below).
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the methyl groups are randomly placed above or below the planar
zigzag shown for PE in Fig. 3. Such aPP cannot crystallize and
remains rubbery down to its Tg. In isotactic polypropylene (iPP), to
be discussed in this paper, all methyl groups are placed on the same
side of the planar zigzag of Fig. 3.
Industrially useful, highly isotactic PP could only be produced
after the iPP synthesis was discovered in the 1950s using Zie-
glereNatta catalysts [16]. The invention of the synthesis of iPP [17]
was, however, made in a number of different laboratories within
a very short time period, so that it took some 30 years and many
law suits until a legal resolution of the patent was established in
1983 [18,19]. By this time, iPP was already one of themost produced
plastics.
Isotactic poly(1-butene) (iPB), ﬁnally, has the repeating unit
CH2eCH(C2H5)e. It has z50% of all its matter located in the short
side chains and is a thermoplastic vinyl polymer with outstanding
mechanical properties and resistance to many solvents. Despite
the excellent properties, the applications of iPB are limited due to
its more complex polymorphism when compared to PE and iPP.
The iPB can develop ﬁve crystal modiﬁcations with a variety of
helix conformations when subjected to different thermal and
mechanical histories [20e23]. The three most important modiﬁ-
cations are displayed in Fig. 3 as crystal forms IeIII, drawn after
Ref. [22].
The intramolecular steric hindrance between the methyl groups
of iPP and ethyl groups of iPB forces the backbone into the helical
structures shown in Fig. 3. The helices of the crystal form I of iPB
may be right-handed or left-handed with regular gauche-trans
sequences of the CeC-backbone. Tracing the iPB helices in Fig. 3
from the bottom to the top, one ﬁnds that the rotations are coun-
terclockwise, making the helices left-handed. In addition, the ethyl
groups are not normal to the axis of the helix, but inclined. In Fig. 3,
they all point ‘up’. A helix may, thus, be placed in four ways onto
a crystal surface, as a left-handed or right-handed helix, and one of
two inclinations of the methyl groups, all ‘up’ or all ‘down’ [1,
Fig. II.28].
In Fig. 3 all molecules are drawn as sequences of 12 repeating
units in order to compare the shortening of the different helixes.
The iPP conformation is identical to that found in form I of iPB, but
with methyl groups instead of the ethyl groups. All three polymers
are of ‘class 2’, i.e., they have repeating units of two backbone
atoms. (But note, if considering PE as PM, it is of ‘class 1’ with
a repeating unit of CH2e.) The class 2 helix of iPP with its two
backbone atoms completes after every third monomer one turn of
the helix. Following this description, the helix point-net notation
designates it as 2*3/1. The 2*3/1 helix is the basic, low-energy
conformation in all polymorphs of iPP, but the helix symmetry is
not part of the symmetry of the crystals.
This just deﬁned helix point-net notation is different from the
screw axis notation of crystal symmetry and is preferred to
describe helical molecules. The crystal screw axis does not neces-
sarily generate consecutive repeating units of the helices on the
crystal lattice. A right-handed 2*3/1 helix can be described by a 31
crystallographic screwaxis, but a left-handed 2*3/1 helix, as drawn
in Fig. 3, is not equivalent to a 32 crystallographic screw axis since
only right-handed rotations are used in the description of crystal
symmetries. A 32 screw axis (producing 1/3 of a right-handed turn
and a 2c/3 translation) yields the proper symmetry, but repeats
itself only after two unit cell lengths, i.e., it does not follow the
structure of themolecule, rather, it needs an added c-translation to
ﬁll-in the parts of the molecule missed by the 2c/3 translation.
Together, the right-handed 1/3 turn, 2c/3 translation forward,
followed by a c-translation backwards, produces the left-handed
2*3/1 helix.Continuing the isotactic alkene polymer series, it becomes
increasingly difﬁcult to combine a backbone with a linear parafﬁnic
side chain to a perfect crystal. Ultimately, the crystals assume the
character of parafﬁns of double the length of the side group
accommodating the backbone in the middle. In line with these
changes in crystal structure, the Tm of the isotactic alkene polymers
decreases from a high for iPP (461 K) to reach a minimum of about
300 K in the range from poly(1-hexene) to poly(1-nonene) [1,
Tables VIII.4 and X.10]. This low Tm is close to that of octadecane
(C18H38) of 297 K. Thereafter, Tm increases again and reaches 365 K
for poly(1-docosene), to be compared to 360 K for tetrate-
tracontane (C44H90). Finally, it should reach the Tm of PE of 414.6 K.
The alkene polymers with low Tms are difﬁcult to crystallize
[1,24] because of their two opposing structure elements. As the side
chain becomes longer, the backbone chain is increasingly decou-
pled from the main crystal elements and acts as a defect, negating
also the need of stereospeciﬁcity for crystallization. These polymers
with long parafﬁn side chains can also use different backbone
chains for similar crystal structures. An example of a study of the
latter is that of poly(octadecyl acrylate) (PODA) with a repeating
unit of CH2eCH(COO{eCH2}17eCH3)e. Its parafﬁnic side chains
containz80% of themolecular mass. As expected, PODA has a Tm of
z320 K [25], not far from that of octadecane, and it has lost the
double layer nature of the isotactic polyalkenes with shorter side-
chain lengths [1, Sect. 10.3.4]. Similar decoupling is possible for
precisely synthesized long-chain methylene sequences which are
regularly interrupted by different structure elements. For example,
PEwith side groups placed at every 21stmethylene of the backbone
by attaching methyl, ethyl, or two methyl groups were studied in
detail (PE1 M, Tm z 338 K; PE1E Tm z 309 K; and PE2 M
Tmz 320 K, respectively) [25]. It is interesting to note that despite
the parafﬁn-like Tms, the crystal morphology of these molecules
remains that of a macromolecule with lamellar, chain-folded
crystals of similar fold lengths as found for PE. The decoupled non-
ﬁtting groups are located on defect planes within the overall crystal
[25,26].
In this paper, the three title polymers are to be compared and
discussed within the framework of their molecular motion and
thermodynamics as it ﬁts into the schematic of the phase types and
properties displayed in Fig. 2 and the molecular conformations
summarized in Fig. 3. As expected, all mesophases to be discussed
are conformationally disordered (condis crystals or CD glasses) [5].
The main types of phases of Fig. 2 used in the comparison of the
title polymers are liquids, condis crystals, crystals, CD glasses, and
glasses. The CD glasses (condis crystals cooled below their Tg), as
well as the various forms of amorphous glasses have frozen chain
conformations and are not able to change their order below Tg.
Since these glass transitions are frequently rather broad, it is
important to know their full temperature range. For example, low
temperature crystallization of PE can occur below Tg, but still within
its glass transition rangewhich reaches to lower temperatures than
the value deﬁned in Sect 1.3 as Tg, as will be described in Sect. 2.5,
below. The needed data of Cp of the liquid and solid phases for all
three polymers can be found in [27] and the ATHAS Data Bank [3].
2. The phases of polyethylene (PE)
2.1. Polymorphism and molecular mobility of PE crystals
The low-energy, planar zigzag chains of PE as given in Fig. 3 can
be considered to be a degenerate helix of type 2*1/1, i.e., it is
generated by a turn of 360 per (CH2e)2. For the identical PM
molecule, the planar zigzag can be considered a 1*2/1 helix with
a turn of 180 per CH2e. One ﬁnds two possible close-packed
crystal structures for PE [28]. In one, the planes of the zigzag chains
Fig. 4. Change of lattice parameters of polyethylene at 500 MPa pressure measured by
X-ray diffraction [38]. The a-spacing of the condis crystal is multiplied with 2cos 30
to permit a direct comparison with the orthorhombic a-spacing.
Fig. 5. Phase diagram of polyethylene as discussed in [39, Sect. 4.1] The condis-melt
boundary has a shallower slope due to its lower entropy of disordering than measured
for the orthorhombic-condis crystal transition.
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orthorhombic with two chains per unit cell with the planes rotated
z90 [1, Figs. II.34e36]. In both structures, every PE chain has
a coordination number of six for nearest neighbor chains [1, Sect.
2.3.6].
Orthorhombic crystals are found on crystallization of PE by
cooling from the quiescent melt or solution. This is also the crystal
structure for the longer straight-chain parafﬁns. First detailed X-ray
experiments for PE were made by Bunn [29]. He assigned the unit
cell to the (non-standard) setting Pnam which places the chain
direction parallel to the crystallographic c-axis. (The standard
setting would be Pnma [1, Sect. 2.2.4]). The twofold screw axis, 21,
two centers of symmetry, i (at the centers of the CeC-bonds), and
the mirror plane,m, through the methylene groups of the molecule
are also part of the crystal symmetry.
The second polymorph was identiﬁed in drawn PE by Turner-
Jones [30] as being closely related to the triclinic crystal structures
of the n parafﬁns shorter than docosane. In contrast to the parafﬁns,
polyethylene, however, retains a mirror plane (m) parallel to the
chain direction, doubling the unit cell to two chains and increasing
the crystal symmetry to monoclinic, C2/m [1,31] which places the
chain direction along the crystallographic b-axis.
The complete vibrational spectrum of orthorhombic PE was
assembled from the analysis of the low temperature Cp for the
approximation of the skeletal vibrations [27,32], while the group
vibrations were gained from normal mode calculations based on IR
and Raman spectroscopy [33]. Fig. 1 shows the vibrational spec-
trum which agrees up to room temperature with the Cp measured
for equilibrium crystals of PE [34]. For the monoclinic polymorph,
one expects only an insigniﬁcant decrease in Q3 from the value
listed in Fig. 1.
2.2. The condis crystals of PE and parafﬁns
The crystal structure of the mesophase of PE was discovered by
Bassett [35] as a high pressure phase with hexagonal packing of the
chains. Before this discovery, it was already shown that crystalli-
zation under elevated pressure [36,37] must lead to higher chain
mobility in the crystals to yield extended-chain crystals from the
initially-grown, chain-foldedmacroconformationwhich is required
by the chain-folding principle, mentioned in Sect. 1.1.
Fig. 4 illustrates the drastic change of the crystal structure with
temperature at elevated pressure [38]. In the schematic of Fig. 2, the
mesophase of PE is a condis crystal [5]. The disordering transition to
the condis phase is characterized by a DS of more than half of the
entropy of fusion of the orthorhombic crystal [39, Sect 4.1]. This
high entropy resolves the puzzle that higher pressure can favor
a mesophase structure for the PE chain. The higher temperature
allows to populate mobile conformational defects. In the time it
takes to determine the X-ray structure, the defect chains are aver-
aged to symmetric cylinders which are interpenetrated at any
instant by the neighboring chains. This actual motion in a condis
crystal could be simulated bymolecular dynamics calculations [40].
The averaging allows the chains to occupy a position of hexagonal
symmetry in the crystal despite their lower molecular symmetry.
The volume-increase on going to the condis phase is less than
expected by rotation of the zigzag plane as a whole, and its entropy
gain is considerably higher since each rotating segment gains the
entropy of a ‘bead’, as listed in Fig. 2. Fig. 5 represents the phase
diagram of PE, as discussed in [1, Sect 8.5.2]. The increasing range of
stability of the condis phase with temperature and pressure is
linked to the smaller increase in disorder on isotropization than on
the initial disordering from the crystal [39, Sect. 4.1].
A condis phase for n parafﬁns with 9e44 chain atomswith chain
disorder and hexagonal symmetry is also observed, but atatmospheric pressure. This mesophase was ﬁrst described as
a ‘rotor phase’, implying the rotation of the whole planar zigzag
[41]. Its entropy of disordering from the crystal, however, is bigger
than for typical solidesolid transitions and smaller than the
orthorhombic to condis phase transition of PE. Still, it is larger than
can be estimated from Fig. 2 for the orientational disordering of the
whole molecule. From docosane to hexatriacontane, DSc per mole
of rotatable C2H4e is practically constant at 6.8 J K1, while
Fig. 7. Comparison of the contribution to Cp of the large-amplitude motion in glassy
polyethylene (A) and crystalline polyethylene (B), marked by the shaded areas. The
‘total Cp’ refers to the vibrational heat capacity with Q3¼ 80 K for the glassy PE and
Q3¼158 K for the crystalline PE (see Fig. 1).
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molecule should decrease from about 4.0 to 2.0 J K1 (mol of
C2H4)1 [42]. Also, the activation energy for rotation of the whole
chainwould be rather high since the volume-increase is insufﬁcient
for a free rotation. Because the entropy of isotropization of the
condis phase of the parafﬁns is larger than the disordering on going
from crystal to condis crystal, in contrast to PE, the phase area of
stable condis phases of parafﬁns decreases with increasing pres-
sure. Below molar mass of 6500 Da no condis crystals were
observed for PE at high pressure [43].
From the thermodynamic data, it was concluded that the mes-
ophases of PE and n parafﬁns are not liquid crystals. Estimates for
DSp of liquid crystals, as given in Fig. 2, would require a much
lower isotropization entropy than is found for the typical condis
crystal [5,39].
In the condis phase, the process of chain extension is acceler-
ated. Although not all condis crystals known for different ﬂexible
macromolecules anneal to extended-chain crystals, all known
extended-chain crystals have seen an intermediate condis phase
when grown from the random coil of the melt or solution. A direct
path to equilibrium crystals has been found by crystallization
during polymerization [7]. This direct path involves polymerization
of the monomers to the polymer crystals, bypassing the random
coil macroconformation. A larger number of such reactions ranging
from organic to biological to inorganic chemistry are known,
including the polymerization of selenium, cellulose, and meta-
phosphates [1, Sect. 6.4].
2.3. Conformational motion in PE
The analysis of the measured and extrapolated Cp of crystalline
and amorphous PE yields the three integral thermodynamic func-
tions H, G, and TS, as illustrated in Fig. 6 [2e4,27]. On cooling
through the glass transition, the mobile phases freeze to meta-
stable, solid states and the functions G and S retain little meaning
since they apply to equilibrium only.
When comparing Cp ﬁtted to the vibrational spectrum of Fig.1 to
the measured and extrapolated Cps, it was noted that the latter
deviates gradually to higher values with temperature, starting
already at 120 K for the PE glass, displayed in the left graph of
Fig. 7A [44]. Making use of the observation of NMR line-broadening
and the known energetics of the trans-gauche conformations on
changing from torsional vibrations to large-amplitude, conforma-
tional motion, this deviation could be quantitatively matched to the
shaded area in Fig. 7A. The rapid, isolated conformational motionFig. 6. Integral thermodynamic functions H, S, and G of crystalline (c), liquid-amor-
phous (a), and glassy (g) polyethylene [1]. Also shown are the glass and melting
transition temperatures, Tg (237 K) and Tm (414.6 K).changes above 200 K to the cooperative motion of the glass tran-
sition, centered at 237 K and completed at z250 K. At the time of
this investigation, many qualitative estimates of the glass transition
had appeared in the literature, placing the glass transition of PE
erroneously in the temperature region from 140 to 200 K, i.e., in the
region of isolated, large-amplitude motion. The error of such
interpretations was addressed in [45], but has still not been fully
removed from present-day’s literature. The change from isolated
gauche-trans defects to the cooperative motion deﬁnes the glass
transition. It is caused by the decrease of activation energy for the
simultaneous motion of neighboring conformations when
compared to their separate motions, as detailed for the example of
parafﬁns in [39, Sect. 2.2].
The same isolated, large-amplitude motion is observed in other
mesophases of small and large molecules. Such mesophases
frequently have heat capacities close to or even above that of the
liquid state, signifying a continuous change of order starting below
the transition temperature [39]. Even crystalline PE has an
increasing number of mobile gauche conformations above room
temperature (equilibrium defects), as shown in Fig. 7B. The same
observation of a gradual Cp-increase beyond the vibrational Cp was
also made on parafﬁn crystals [46] and could be linked to detection
of the gauche conformations by IR analysis [47] and also to dynamic
mechanical simulation of the crystals [40]. In PE and parafﬁns this
motion does not reach the cooperativity of a glass transition below
Tm, but for the higher-melting aliphatic nylons, a glass transition in
the parafﬁnic regions of the crystals is possible [48]. Furthermore,
glass transitions in equilibrium crystals were seen in poly(oxy-
ethylene) crystals [49]. Such separate Tg below Tm is marked in
Fig. 2 as a possible transition within the box of the crystal phase. It
now links the four solid glasses at the top of the diagram to their
four condensed mobile phases at the bottom with crystals in the
center, eliminating structural order as the sole element deter-
mining solidity [50].2.4. The oriented noncrystalline phase of PE
The coupling of the crystals to the surrounding amorphous
phases in semi-crystalline polymers broadens the glass transition
of the amorphous phase to higher temperature. For PE, however,
one cannot observe a completed, separate RAF glass transition [51].
A surface layer of limitedmobility between the crystal lamellae and
the amorphous PE was identiﬁed with element-speciﬁc trans-
mission electron microscopy. This layer is attached to the crystals
and accepts a lesser amount of a RuO4 stain. It was estimated to
amount to 20e30% of the total mass [52]. Similarly, with solid state
13C NMR,z20% of an amorphous interphase of 3.6 nm domain size
Fig. 9. A series of 13C NMR spectra of a gel-spun PE ﬁbers at different recovery times
[57]. (Measurements of the spin-lattice relaxation times at room temperature using
magic-angle spinning and high-power proton decoupling applying the progressive
saturation method.).
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a semi-rigid interphase was found to surround the orthorhombic
crystals in mPE copolymerized with 12.5 mol-% of 1-octene in
which the copolymer units are fully rejected from the crystals [54].
Finally, in gel-spun ﬁbers of UHMMPE, the interphase of limited
mobility was shown to retain some orientation from the mechan-
ical deformation. These highly-drawn ﬁbers consist mainly of
orthorhombic crystals and the oriented, noncrystalline phase
(mesophase?) which is kept metastable by being coupled to the
crystals. In addition, there are small amounts of monoclinic,
hexagonal, andMAF. The latter three phases have little inﬂuence on
the mechanical properties because of their low concentrations, but
they do inﬂuence reorganization and melting [55]. The analyses
consisted of calorimetry, full-pattern and small angle X-ray scat-
tering [56], and the molecular motion was derived from solid state
NMR [57].
Fig. 8 illustrates the difference of Cp for highly-drawn UHMMPE
from that of the vibrational Cp (see Fig. 1) and equilibrium crystals.
The glass transition range separates three regions of mobility. The
ﬁrst, below 190 K, agrees largely with the vibrational Cp (see the
data points with the enlarged ordinate in the upper part of Fig. 8).
Between 190 and 290 K there is a continuous increase in Cp of the
ﬁbers (DCp) over that of the extended-chain crystals, indicating the
broadened glass transition region of the noncrystalline content.
Finally, there is the beginning of gradual crystal disordering,
developing into amelting peak at about 375 K. The chemical shift of
the NMR is the same for the carbon atoms of the orthorhombic
crystals and the intermediate phases. The mobility of the inter-
mediate phase, however, is 15 times higher than in the ortho-
rhombic phase, as can be seen from Fig. 9 [57]. Their conformation
is that of zigzag chains with imperfect lateral packing. The inter-
mediate phase contributes signiﬁcantly to the meridional X-ray
diffraction peaks, but not to the equatorial ones. In the ﬁber
direction the domains which consist mainly of the intermediate
phase are much longer than the orthorhombic ones, which are
more often interrupted. The overall tensile strength is thus mainly
determined by the mass fraction and orientation of the interme-
diate phase [56].
The increases in heat capacity of the ﬁbers in Fig. 8 corresponds
to a noncrystalline content of 48% and does not agree with the
calorimetric or volumetric crystallinities (77 and 88%, respectively)
and certainly does not agree with the intensity of the crystalline
X-ray scattering. To match all fractions (amorphous, oriented
noncrystalline, and crystalline), one must assume that the oriented,Fig. 8. The heat capacity of gel-spun UHMMPE ﬁbers (reproduced with data from [55]).noncrystalline phase has a heat of isotropization of z34% of the
heat of fusion of the orthorhombic crystals, DHf. This heat of iso-
tropization changes with different thermal and mechanical histo-
ries of the ﬁbers, proving that the oriented noncrystalline phase is
not the same as the high pressure condis phase of PE.2.5. The amorphous phases of PE
Above Tm, in the temperature range of the equilibrium melt, the
amorphous phase of PE is easily studied. Compared to other ﬂexible
macromolecules, PE crystallizes quickly, so that the range of
supercooling for HDPE liquid reaches down to only z400 K [58].
Data, down to Tg, must then be extrapolated as function of
temperature or crystallinity [4] to obtain Fig. 6.
To keep PE liquid to lower temperatures, it was ﬁrst attempted
to eliminate heterogeneous primary crystal nucleation. By dividing
the melt into microdroplets suspended in an inert medium, crys-
tallization on cooling can be avoided down to about 360 K in all but
the few droplets which contain a heterogeneous nucleus. Beyond
this temperature, about 60 K below the equilibrium Tm, crystalli-
zation is speeded up by homogeneous nucleation [59].
Fig. 10 illustrates that with increasingly faster cooling experi-
ments the crystallization is shifted to lower temperature. The ﬁrst
set of data were obtained with standard differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and could be used for measurement of Cp of the
melt down to about 390 K. The fast DSC of the second set could
extend these measurements to 380 K. Finally, the recently devel-
oped fast scanning calorimetry (FSC) [60e64], based on chip
technology, could push this value to 355 K by cooling at a rate of
5103 K s1. Attempts at cooling UHMMPE at 106 K s1 pushed this
limit toz320 K [61,62]. A much reduced amount of crystallization
could be seen before reaching the end of the glass transition [60]
which is seen in Fig. 7A at z250 K.
A special quenching technique was developed earlier by
shooting amolten,10e100 nm thick polymer ﬁlms into amixture of
solid and liquid nitrogen at z63 K. Electron microscopy and
diffraction of the ﬁlms without warming suggested an amorphous
phase with 10 nm nodular superstructure [65,66]. Qualitative DSC
on PE gave evidence for a cold crystallization exotherm at
160e200 K [65]. These experiments make it likely that glassy PE
starts to crystallize in the temperature region of local large-
Fig. 11. The unit cells of the stable crystals of iPP (a-crystals, monoclinic) and iPB (form
I, trigonal). For iPP: The 2*3/1 helix axes of the molecules are not part of the crystal
symmetry. The two sets of twofold screw axes, 21, (¼) parallel to b have been left out
for clarity. In space group P21/c, helices related by the left glide plane should be iso-
clined, ‘up’, and those by the right glide plane, due to the centers of symmetry, ‘down’,
or vice versa. Drawn after [1, Fig. II.41]. For iPB: The glide planes n, located between the
marked c-glide planes and the twofold rotation and screw axes in the ab planes have
been left out for clarity. Elevations of the CH3-group are in units of c/12. The threefold
screw axes 31 and 32 of the crystal coincide with the 2*3/1 helix axes of proper sense of
rotation (also not indicated). Glide planes are marked by , centers of symmetry by ,
and three-fold rotation axes by :.
Fig. 10. Non-isothermal crystallization of UHMMPE. Peak onset temperature in a wide
range of cooling rates achieved by combining data from three calorimeters. Data from
[60,61]. The line is a guide for the eyes.
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temperature of ﬁrst cold crystallization must be traversed faster
than accomplished in Fig. 10.
To summarize the phases of PE, there is an orthorhombic phase,
stable below the equilibrium Tm of 414.6 K and a less stable
monoclinic phase, frequently found as a fraction of the crystals
grown on drawing of ﬁbers or ﬁlms, rolling, and melt extrusion. At
elevated pressure, a hexagonal condis mesophase becomes stable
(see Figs. 4 and 5), unrelated to the parafﬁn mesophases at atmo-
spheric pressure which become unstable at higher pressure. The
bulk-amorphous phase has a broad glass transition, starting at
about 120 K with local, large-amplitude motion which becomes
cooperative at higher temperature with a Tg at 237 K. There is
a restriction of the large-amplitude motion in the amorphous layer
around the crystal due to coupling through tie molecules, broad-
ening the glass transition to higher temperature. On deformation,
this layer becomes an oriented, noncrystalline phasewhich governs
the ﬁber properties, but is metastable only under the constraint by
the crystals. Although not studied in as much detail, such oriented,
noncrystalline phases, created by external mechanical deformation
are expected to be present in most other semi-crystalline, ﬂexible,
linear macromolecules.
3. The phases of isotactic polypropylene (iPP)
3.1. Polymorphism and morphologies of isotactic polypropylene
Isotactic polypropylene (iPP) exhibits different crystal structures
andmorphologies as a function of crystallization conditions [67,68].
Cooling the melt at low or moderate rates results in monoclinic a-
crystals (P21/c, sometimes also called form I), with details given
already in 1960 byNatta andCorradini [69]. Themolecules adopt the
lowest energy helix (2*3/1) which is not part of the crystal
symmetry, as in iPB. The symmetryelements are shown inFig.11 and
canbe compared to iPB form I. The2*3/1helices, asdisplayed in Fig. 3
for iPB, are aligned parallel to the crystallographic c-axis which
comes vertically out of the plane of the paper and, as common for
helices, left-handed and right-handed helices achieve closest
packing as nearest neighbors [1, Fig. II.33]. Because of the relative
smallness of the methyl side group, even closer packing can be
reached in iPP than in iPB by contacting two isochiral helices in
addition to three nearest neighbor helices of opposite chirality. This
leads to the crystallographically rare coordination number ﬁve for
the helices of the monoclinic iPP crystals.Major crystal defects are caused by helix segments of wrong
handedness. Lesser loss of thermodynamic stability arises from
a disorder in the inclination of the methyl groups of neighboring
chains (up/down defects) in violation of the crystal symmetry [70].
Ultimately, a continuum of modiﬁcations of the a-polymorph was
described for samples annealed >420 K. Depending on thermal
history and crystallization conditions this may increase the
observedmelting by up to 15 K [71]. A ‘limit-ordered’ a2 monoclinic
crystal form with only 5e10% of defects is obtained at the highest
crystallization or annealing temperatures [72].
The superstucture of the melt-grown monoclinic crystals is
spherulitic, with the lamellae displaying a unique branching
[73e75]. Epitaxial growth of daughter lamellae on the base lamella
leads to the so-called cross-hatching, i.e., the spherulites contain
both radially and tangentially oriented lamellae.
Two other major polymorphs of iPP (b and g, or forms II and III)
were ﬁrst studied by Turner-Jones [68]. An in-depth analysis of the
spherulitic structure and the birefringence pattern of different
semi-crystalline iPPs by Keith and Padden in 1959 enabled classi-
ﬁcation of the b-polymorph as a pseudo-hexagonal crystal struc-
ture [76,77], further investigated in the mid 1990s by Meille [78]
and Lotz [79]. Crystallization from the quiescent supercooled melt
in presence of special nucleators favors the b-form [80] and is
technically important for preparation of iPP with speciﬁc
mechanical properties arising from the absence of cross-hatching
of lamellae [81,82].
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defects which limit the isotactic sequences, in low molar mass
fractions, or during crystallization at elevated pressure [83,84]. The
unit cell is orthorhombic with adjacent bilayers of chain segments
with a relative tilt of 81. Furthermore, chains are oriented at an
angle of 40 normal to the basal plane of the lamella [85,86].
Research about the conditions of the formation of g-crystals has
recently intensiﬁed by analysis of the structure of random
propylene-1-alkene copolymers [87,88].
The mesophase of iPP can be considered a fourth polymorph
and will be discussed next. Regarding the various crystal structures
just introduced, only the monoclinic a-structure which is closely
related to the mesophase will be considered further.
3.2. Condition of mesophase formation
Crystallization of iPP by quenching from the melt leads to
a mesophase [89,90]. By 1984, the mesophase was identiﬁed as
being metastable and conformationally disordered, listed in Fig. 2
as a CD glass [91] (condis crystal below its Tg). Earlier suggestions
of ‘paracrystalline’ or ‘smectic’ crystals could not be substantiated
(but the erroneous nomenclatures, labeling the iPP mesophase as
‘paracrystalline’ or ‘smectic’ have unfortunately not been fully
removed from the present-day literature). Many calorimetric
measurements have led to the equilibrium functions for liquid
(melt and supercooled melt) and solid (crystalline and glassy) iPP
[3,91,92].
In this early period of thermal analysis, the mesophase was
studied in several ways:
1. The quiescent melt was cooled at rates of up to 70 K s1 to
investigate the conditions of growth of the mesophase [93].
2. Annealings of the mesophase were done at increasing
temperatures to test its stability [91].
3. Partially grownmonoclinic crystals were quenched to continue
ordering of the only partially crystallized samples at low
temperature [93].
4. Cold crystallization of the mesophase was attempted after
partial devitriﬁcation of the glassy, amorphous fraction of
semi-crystalline, monoclinic iPP samples [91].Fig. 12. The heat capacity of partially condis-crystalline iPP at a heating rate of
50 Kmin1 (¼ 0.83 K s1). The measurements were made after quenching the sample
in the calorimeter with liquid nitrogen which resulted in the mesophase with a heat of
fusion corresponding to a crystallinity of z38% (curve labeled ‘ref.’). The additional
samples were annealed for 180 s at the indicated temperatures (in K). Also shown are
Cp of the glass (solid), the extrapolated melt, and a 38% crystalline sample [3]. Redrawn
from [91, Fig. 4]. Note, that the temperature-ranges I and II overlap, they involve
mesophase melting and transition to the monoclinic phase. Range III, refers to
perfection and melting of monoclinic crystals. It extends into range II and continues to
the completion of melting (not shown).Experiments (1) showed that the growth of the mesophase
below z350 K is rapid down to 280 K, close to the Tg of bulk iPP,
270 K (value of the ATHAS Data Bank [3]).
Experiments (2) revealed from the overall latent heats that the
referencemesophasebefore annealing had a crystallinity ofz38%. In
Fig. 12, it can be seen that the semi-mesomorphic sample (labeled
‘ref.’) shows up to the exotherm in temperature range II little or no
increase of Cp beyond the vibration-only level of solid iPP, i.e., the
mesophase coexists in this temperature range with an RAF, but
seemingly, there is little or noMAF. This led to the conclusion that the
mesophase itself had to be a CD glass (see Fig. 2). After annealing at
the indicated temperatures in Fig. 12, small endothermic maxima
developed somewhat above the annealing temperatures in the
temperature region I which covers approximately 100 K. These were
suggested to be melting peaks of some additionally grown meso-
phases of very small sizes, so-called ‘annealing peaks’. Their peak
sizes increased with annealing temperature and moved to higher-
melting temperatures. This additional mesophase grown at the
annealing temperature did not exceed 2e3% crystallinity. On
annealing up to z340 K, all additionally grown mesophase had
melted before reaching the transition exotherm in region II of the
condis glass. The additional mesophase, grown on annealing in
region I, remains devitriﬁed (MAF) after its low temperaturemelting.
In region II, helixmobility starts, asknownfromNMRdata (beginning
at 360 K [94]). Themesophase becomes unstable and converts to the
monoclinic crystals with a latent heat ofz7% of themonoclinic heat
of fusion.Ultimate fusionof allmonoclinic crystals occurs in region III,
and its peak is commonly reported atz420e430 K.
The experiments (3), carried out between 398 and 408 K,
involved the interruption of the growth of monoclinic crystals,
followed by mesophase crystallization after quenching to lower
temperature. These measurements are displayed in Fig. 13. They
were designed to possibly detect a temporary layer of mesophase
during the growth of monoclinic crystals, thought to occur on
ordering of short 2*3/1 helix segments which are known to be
present already in the melt [95]. Fig. 13 shows no indication of such
intermediate mesophase during crystallization at 403 K. If there
had been an intermediate mesophase growing as precursors to the
monoclinic crystals, it should have produced data points above the
straight line diagonal. On the contrary, the data lie below the
straight line and indicate that monoclinic growth at 403 K hinders
subsequent mesophase formation, most likely by the RAF coupled
to the monoclinic crystals.Fig. 13. Example of relative crystallinities obtained in two-stage crystallizations
(redrawn from [93, Fig. 5]). The monoclinic crystallinity was measured up to the time
of interruption at 403 K and recalculated as percentage of the ﬁnally observed heat of
fusion (after conversion of the later grown condis phase to monoclinic crystals during
the DSC analysis). The condis crystallinity was measured during the subsequent fast
cooling from 403 K at z70 K s1 and is expressed as percentage measured when
cooling without stopping for growth of monoclinic crystals at 403 K (point at 100%).
Fig. 15. Density of iPP as a function of cooling rate on solidiﬁcation of the quiescent
melt. Adapted with permission from [103]. Copyright 2002, Elsevier.
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monoclinic crystallinity was reheated and annealed for 3 min at
370 K, inside the temperature region II of the exotherm on Fig. 12
where the mesophase is unstable. The annealing was followed by
quenching. On subsequent analysis, one can see a normal glass
transition of bulk-amorphous iPP, followed by about 6% cold crys-
tallization (DH2) of an intercrystallinemesophasewhichmelts right
thereafter at 340 K, so that there is no exotherm that should be
present when any mesophase changes to monoclinic crystals. The
melting temperature for the cold-crystallized mesophase grown
between 280 and 320 K with the heat of fusion DH3, thus, is
z330 K. This agrees with the annealing peak in the temperature
region I of Fig. 12 labeled 309 K which occurred at z320 K. The
melting of the monoclinic crystals in region III was unchanged by
the annealing in region II.
Recently 30e40 nm small phases of iPP could be analyzed by
standard DSC on cooling from the melt. They were produced by the
brake up of ultra-thin iPP ﬁlms stacked between polystyrene ﬁlms
[96] and by dispersion of graft copolymers of iPP with maleic
anhydride in water [97]. For sizes approaching nanophase dimen-
sions [98,99], heterogeneous nucleation was insigniﬁcant, and
mesophase formation on cooling from the melt occurred at rates as
slow as 5e10 Kmin1! The subsequent DSC heating traces of the
mesophases were comparable to the earlier studies [91,93], but not
referred to in [96,97], so that a proper interpretation of the meso-
phase was not made and more quantitative comparisons were not
attempted.
Also, in the meantime, the cooling and heating rates could be
increased substantially. Piccarolo and coworkers studied cooling
and supercooling of iPP and investigated the phase structures by
X-ray diffraction and dilatometry. Films of 100 mm thickness were
solidiﬁed with non-linear cooling rates from 101 to 103 K s1
[100e103]. Fig. 15 shows a typical density plot for varying cooling
rates. The cooling rates were achieved by applying cold water in
ballistic quenching experiments on the thin ﬁlms. Cooling at rates
less than 50e100 K s1 resulted in formation of semi-crystalline
structures with densities of 0.900e0.910 g cm3 (region A). Cooling
rates higher than 102 K s1 led to densities between 0.885 and
0.890 g cm3 (region B), X-ray data revealed that the latter samples
contained only mesophase and amorphous iPP.
Further progress was made by combining standard DSC and FSC
to cover a wider range of cooling rated [104e107]. The FSC allowed
analysis on cooling between 15 and 103 K s1 by linear cooling
down to sub-ambient temperatures. The data are presented in
Fig. 16. Between 390 and 348 K semi-crystalline iPP of monoclinic
structure was observed (region A). With cooling rates of
80e300 K s1, the formation of partially ordered mesophase wasFig. 14. DSC curve measured by heating at 50 Kmin1 of a semi-crystalline iPP grown
by cooling at 0.5 Kmin1 from the melt, followed by annealing for 3 min at 370 K
before quenching for the measurement. The areas DH2 and DH3 correspond to cold
crystallization and melting of z6% condis crystallinity [91].observed at distinctly lower temperatures, between 313 and 293 K
(region B).
It is interesting to note that homogeneous nucleation of iPP
starts belowz355 K,z105 K below Tm [96,108]. Further increase
of the cooling rate to 103 K s1 suppresses themesophase formation
on cooling below the bulk-amorphous Tg. Ageing of such amor-
phous iPP at ambient temperature always results in mesophase
growth, regardless of the prior cooling rate.
The FSC has also been employed to evaluate overall rates of
isothermal crystallization as function of temperature between 273
and 373 K [106] and 258 and 363 K [107]. Fig. 17 is a plot of crys-
tallization time, measured by the time to the peak of the exotherm
on isothermal crystallization (the approximate half-time of crys-
tallization) [106]. There are twominima, one at 293e303 K and one
at 353e363 K, corresponding to maximum rates of growth of the
mesophase and the monoclinic crystals, as conﬁrmed earlier by
non-isothermal FSC [104,105].
The time for monoclinic crystallization in Fig. 17 seems to follow
the standard interpretation [1, Chapters V and VI]: At high
temperature, the crystallization time increases and ultimately goes
to inﬁnity, caused by the need of nucleation, governed by the
activation energy to create a critical nucleus. At low temperature,
the molecular, large-amplitude motion in the melt slows, andFig. 16. Crystallization peak temperature of iPP as a function of cooling rate. Adapted
with permission from [105]. Copyright 2006, American Chemical Society.
Fig. 17. Crystallization time as a function of temperature of isothermal crystallization
of iPP [106]. Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag & Co. KGaA. Adapted with friendly permis-
sion. The time was measured at the peak of the exotherm and is approximately the
half-time of crystallization.
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approached.
The question arising out of Fig. 17 is then: Why is the upturn in
crystallization time at low temperature starting at 350 K, 80 K
above Tg of bulk-amorphous iPP, when for the mesophase forma-
tion, it starts only at 290 K? There may be more than one answer.
One answer may be that the mesophase formation is hindered
by Tg of the bulk-amorphous iPP, but the monoclinic crystallization
is slowed already by the beginning of the glass transition of its RAF
at z320 K (at 0.8 K s1 [91]). An extreme example of such
hindering of crystallization was discovered for poly(oxy-2,6-
dimethyl-1,4-phenylene), PPO. Crystals of PPO (and its nuclei)
produce an RAF with a Tg above Tm, hindering crystallization from
themelt. Substantial crystallization in PPO, accordingly, occurs only
in the presence of diluents which softens the RAF. After removal of
the diluent, the crystals remain metastable beyond their Tm and
melt only in concert with the gaining of large-amplitude motion of
the RAF at Tg [51]. Other examples of bimodal crystallization ratesFig. 18. Schematic of the time-temperature conditions of mesophase formation of iPP
(shaded sections along curves C and H). The limits of the rates of temperature change,
q, are indicated in the ﬁgure, but according to [96,97] change when the size of the
phases decrease below z50 nm. Marked on the temperature scale are Tm and Tg of
the bulk-amorphous iPP and the temperature range of Tg (RAF). The limits of
morphology and primary nucleation are also indicated.studied by FSC were found for poly(butylene terephthalate), PBT
[109], and poly(3-caprolactone), PCL [64].
Another reason for the bimodal overall crystallization time may
be the change from limited heterogeneous, to overall homogeneous
nucleation which occurs in this temperature region [96,108]. On
homogeneous nucleation, nuclei form anywhere and may over-
come the decreasing linear growth rate due to the increasing global
viscosity. Separate information on primary nucleation rate and
linear crystal growth rate could prove such reasoning. The frequent
nucleation is also a link to the nodular morphology which enhances
intramolecular ordering in the size range of the random coils, as
discussed below in Sect. 3.4 with Figs. 19 and 20. These examples
indicate that the ‘classical’ nucleation model of Turnbull and Fisher
[110] governed by supercooling and glass transition of the MAF
alone [1, Sect. 5.1.2] needs to be modiﬁed in the presence of RAF
[111]. Ultimately the rate of molecular nucleation [1, Sect. 5.3] and
the rate of reversible crystallization on the growth facemust also be
considered [51]. All of these mechanisms are ultimately inﬂuenced
by the coupling of amorphous and ordered portions within the
molecules which bridge the different phases [8] (see also Sect. 2.4).
A summary of the condition of mesophase formation of iPP is
shown in the schematic of Fig. 18. The mesophase crystallinity can
reach levels similar to the monoclinic semi-crystalline samples.
From a supercooled bulk iPP melt, mesophase grows below the
change from heterogeneous to homogeneous nucleation and the
glass transition range (covering RAF of mesophase and crystals and
also the CD glass). Thus, the mesophase may develop by quick
cooling from the melt (paths C), or on heating from the amorphous
glass (paths H). Avoiding crystallization of monoclinic iPP, path C1
requires cooling faster than 100 K s1. Non-isothermal mesophase
formation requires either a cooling from the melt at a rate between
102 and 103 K s1 (path C2), or heating from the amorphous glass at
a rate of nomore thanz104 K s1 (path H2). All ordering is avoided
for C2 with rates above 103 K s1 or for H2 with rates above
104 K s1. Changes in rates for very small phases (<50 nm) were
mentioned above.3.3. Structure of the mesophase
The mesophase of iPP contains parallel helices of different
handedness [89,90], with the same 2*3/1 helix as seen in the
crystalline polymorphs, conﬁrmed by infrared spectroscopy
[90,113] andwide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS). Themesophase is
recognized in the WAXS pattern by presence of two characteristic
halos. One at a spacing of about 0.59 nm, related to the distance
between parallel aligned chains in the mesophase, and the other, at
a distance of 0.41 nm, assigned to the repeating period within the
helices [114,115] (see also Fig. 21, below). To account for a hexagonal
crystal symmetry, different interpretations of the WAXS data of
quenched iPP were suggested. One interpretation assumed the
presence of small crystallites of hexagonal structure [66,116e118],
but in the mesophase the lateral local correlation of chain segments
was found to be closer to monoclinic than hexagonal [119e121]. It
was, however, conﬁrmed that the mesophase contains bundles of
2*3/1 helices, aligned parallel, but being terminated in direction of
the chain axis by helix reversals or other conformational defects.
All these structure suggestions did not consider the conforma-
tional motion (see Sect.1.2). It would average the involved structure
elements over time, or in a CD glass with frozen conformations,
produce an average structure of short chain length segments not
resolved by the X-ray analysis. In both cases, a higher (average)
symmetry results. A similar averaging of the chain conformations
exists also for PE and the parafﬁns (see Sect 2.2), as well as for iPB
(see Sect 4.2). Despite being conformationally disordered, the
Fig. 19. Morphology of the mesophase of iPP as obtained by TEM (A and B) and AFM (C). The originally published images were modiﬁed and are reproduced with kind permission:
(A) by John Wiley & Sons, copyright 1968 [66]; (B) by Elsevier, copyright 2001 [128]; and (C) by Springer Science þ Business Media, copyright 2008 [131, Fig. 2(left)].
Fig. 20. Optical micrographs with polarizing light of ﬁlms of iPP of 100 mm thickness, showing a spherulitic superstructure after cooling at a rate lower than 100 K s1 to ambient
temperature, and the absence of such superstructure on quenching at a rate faster than 100 K s1. Adapted from [130], copyright 2006, and [138], copyright 2009, with permission
from Elsevier.
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order between the helix segments.
3.4. Morphology and habit of the mesophase of iPP
Fundamental, early work regarding the morphology of the
mesophase of iPP has been carried out by Geil and coworkers
[66,112]. Ultra-quenched ﬁlms were heated to room temperature
where electron microscopy showed a surface structure composed
of nodules of sizes between 7.5 and 10 nm. Similar nodular habits
have been observed after quenching of amorphous PE (see Sect. 2.5)
and were retained during initial, low temperature crystallization,
but ultimately changed to spherulites, consisting of crystals of the
common lamellar habit. The crystallization of the glass of amor-
phous iPB [122] and other polymers, such as poly(ethylene tere-
phthalate) [123], also revealed similar morphologies. To put the
nodule size into perspective, one can compare it to a random coil of
the analyzed polymer in the melt. The typical iPP analyzed in the
quoted researches had a molar mass of 250e500 kDa, i.e., the root
mean square distance from the center of gravity is 16e23 nm (as
estimated from an unperturbed chain with a Kuhn length of
0.37 nm instead of the bond length of 0.154 nm [2]).
These observations of nodular morphology in quenched
samples crystallized from the glass were originally thought to be
related to instrumental artifacts of the electron microscopy
[124,125]. By now, however, the nodular morphology of ordered
domains in quenched and subsequently annealed iPP at ambient
temperature has been conﬁrmed in many studies with a variety of
preparation techniques and instrumentations for imaging
[126e133].
Fig. 19AeC show results of such investigations. Fig. 19A was
obtained by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on a 10 nm
thin sample of iPP prepared by quenching with ice-water, and
shadowing with platinum and carbon. The specimenwas described
in this investigation as showing a ‘ball-like’ or ‘grainy’ structure,
with the grains having a size of 12.5 nm [66]. Fig.19B resembles this
structure. It was prepared by melt extrusion of a 0.25 mm thick iPP
ﬁlm on a chill roll at 281 K. The image was collected by TEM on
sections of thickness of 70e75 nm, cut at ambient temperature.
Before cutting, cryo-faced specimens were stained using the vapor
above a RuO4 solution. The specimen was described as containing
‘cluster-like’ structures with an average size of 10 nm. The darker
and brighter regions were described as amorphous (more heavily
stained) and mesomorphic (less stained) [128]. Fig. 19C was
produced by atomic force microscopy (AFM) on a specimen of
0.1 mm thickness which was cooled at a rate of 750 K s1 to 279 K
and subsequently aged at ambient temperature. The size of the
domains are of the order of 15 nm, i.e., somewhat larger than those
estimated from the TEM. The apparent mismatch seemingly results
from interactions between sample and AFM tip. The AFM image
collected with super-sharp tips yields smaller nodule sizes [132].
Further information about the domain size of quenched iPP,
aged at ambient temperature, was gained by analysis of the line-
broadening of WAXS after mathematical peak separation. They
revealed a lateral crystal size of 3e5 nm [114,118]. In addition, small
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) was analyzed from their Bragg peaks.
Typically, a long-period of about 10 nm was found in such inves-
tigations [128,133e137]. The nodules with a size of the order of
5e20 nm account for about 25e50% of the total structure of
quenched and aged iPP [102,117,135] and are embedded in an
amorphous matrix without superstructure of its own.
Fig. 20AeD contain optical micrographs taken between crossed
polarizers of iPP cooled at the indicated cooling rates. The pictures
of Fig. 20AeC, taken after slower cooling, show the typical spher-
ulites of lamellar, monoclinic crystals. The fast cooled sample ofFig. 20D does not show any characteristic extinction pattern
[100,130,138]. The nodular structure shown in Fig. 19, having the
dimensions of a random coil, is of a scale invisible in Fig. 20, i.e.,
their size is smaller than the maximum resolution of the optical
microscope. The typical diffraction limit of a microscope is 200 nm
for green light (using oil immersion, NAz1.5). The decreasing size
of the spherulites with increasing cooling rate between 101 and
102 K s1 is due to increasing nucleation density, in accord with the
shape of the exothermic peak observed in isothermal calorimetry
[107] and with the concepts of polymer crystallization [1, Chapters
V and VI]. Fig. 20D illustrates that despite the considerable content
of mesophase, there is no birefringent, multi-molecular super-
structure when exceeding the cooling rate for the growth of
monoclinic crystals given in Fig. 18 (path C-2). The absence of
visible spherulites is indicative of the appearance of a large number
of homogeneous nuclei or domains of ordering as one expects from
the ordering of separate molecules in an isolated, homogeneously
nucleated, fringed micellar crystal growth as reviewed in [1, Sect.
5.1.2.1]. The connection of the temperature range of mesophase
formation with the transition temperatures, morphologies, and
primary nucleation mechanism can also be seen from Fig. 18.
3.5. Stability and reorganization of the mesophase of iPP
The stability and reorganization of the mesophase of iPP can
now be discussed using research on its calorimetry (see Figs.
12e14), dilatometry (see Fig. 15), temperature-resolved WAXS
(see Fig. 21, below), solid state NMR [94], and microscopy (see Figs.
19 and 20). As long as the thermodynamic functions are available,
calorimetry is the deﬁnitive method to assess the phase stabilities,
as discussed in Sects. 2.1e3 for PE. In a plot such as Fig. 6 for PE, the
stable state has the lowest Gibbs energy, G. The experimental Cp
[3,91] was linked to the vibrational spectra for iPP, updated and
compared to PE, iPB and a number of other branched macromole-
cules [27]. To establish G of equilibrium crystals of iPP, the
connection must be made between the easily available equilibrium
melt and the experimentally not yet realized equilibrium mono-
clinic crystals at the equilibrium melting temperature. The
(extrapolated) equilibrium melting temperature and heat of fusion
are Tm¼ 460.7 K and DHf¼ 8.7 kJ mol1, respectively [92]. Once the
transition parameters are available, crystallinities can be calculated
with help of the Cp of the solid state. Finally curves as given in Fig. 6
for PE, including the entropy contributions, could be completed
[3,27].
The large-amplitude motion in iPP is characterized, as usual, by
DSC in the glass transition region. For the amorphous phase, Tg was
chosen to be 270 K, based on measurements of specially synthe-
sized, completely random aPP samples without head to head
sequences [139] and making the assumption that iPP has a closely
similar Tg. The Tg for semi-crystalline iPP was observed at 272 K for
the mobile amorphous fraction (MAF). This was separated from
a less deﬁned, broader second Tg of the RAF, reaching fromz320 to
360 or even 380 K [91]. Measuring with FSC on cooling of iPP with
a rate of 104 K s1, sufﬁcient to avoid crystallization, a Tg ofz280 K
was reported [60]. Considering the four orders of magnitude higher
cooling rate than used in the earlier calorimetry, this seems to be
somewhat lower than the Tg of aPP. The typically observed
increases of Tg by DSC of amorphous polymers are 4e8 K per
decade of heating rate [2, Sect. 6.3.1]. Lower values, down to 250 K
are also frequently quoted, but usually measured on poorly char-
acterized materials [92]. A detailed study of the Tg of iPP as
a function of structural and stereo isomerism as well as molar mass
and crystallization condition seems not available. The beginning of
cooperative motion in aPP by solid state NMR was seen at 250 K.
The beginning of helix mobility in monoclinic crystals of iPP, in
Fig. 21. Temperature-resolved wide-angle X-ray data on heating condis-crystalline
iPP at a rate of 2 Kmin1 [155]. The mesophase at ambient temperature is identiﬁed
by the two broad peaks, the monoclinic crystals by their characteristic diffraction
patterns [1, Fig. IV.5 and 7].
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2*3/1 helices of iPB [140], i.e., both polymers are characterized
by similar intramolecular motion involving gauche-trans
interchanges.
Next, a linking of the calorimetry with molecular mobility,
packing, structure, and morphology can be attempted. Below the
glass transition, the Cp of all phases is practically the same and can
be matched to an appropriate vibrational spectrum [27]. As seen in
Fig. 1 for PE, the group vibrations and the upper skeletal vibrations
(characterized by the Q1-temperature) account for most of the
thermal energy from the molecular motion and changes little for
the different phase structures. Below 50 K, the heat capacity is
sufﬁciently small so that differences in the skeletal frequency
spectrum are insigniﬁcant (characterized by different Q3-temper-
atures [2e4]). With a crystallinity of z38% for the eight samples
used for Fig. 12, the beginning of the glass transition is in the region
of Tg of the bulk-amorphous phase. All Cps stay far below the level
expected for 38% crystallinity (intermediate straight line), i.e., all
samples have a broadened glass transition and most of the iPP
remains rigid. The reference sample (‘ref.’ in Fig.12) before and after
annealing at 252 and 271 K suggests that the mesophase is a CD
glass (see Fig. 2) and the RAF includes almost all amorphous iPP.
From the exotherm centered at 376 K, the heat of ordering of the
condis crystals is z600 Jmol1 [2,3] (for 100% mesophase [91],
discussed also in [1, Section 9.3.2.2]). This is much less than for
ordering of the PE mesophase (z65% of the DHf of the crystals
[39]). The recent data on small phase iPP [96] were within the error
of the ATHAS Data Bank. New data on drawn iPP [141] led to only
half of thez600 Jmol1, perhaps indicating a better packing in the
drawn mesophase, an observation that would go parallel with the
gel-spun UHMMPE, which also developed ‘crystallinity’ in its
oriented, noncrystalline phase (see Sect. 2.4, Fig. 8).
The exotherms in Fig. 12 signify a higher entropy and Fig. 15,
a lower density within the mesophase. At low temperature,
monoclinic iPP with lower entropy and better packingmust then be
the more stable phase. But, why then is the mesophases not the
thermodynamically more stable high temperature polymorph and
forms only at low temperature? The formation of a mesophase
rather than the stable crystal can ﬁnd its explanation in the 19th
century ‘law of successive states’, formulated by Ostwald. It
suggests that a new phase appears to go through stepwise changes
from less tomore stable polymorphs [1, Sect. 7.1.5]. This is a process,
more recently suggested to also minimize the entropy production
path of crystallization [142]. For macromolecules, however,
ordering of the long molecules has to start obviously in short
segments of the molecules. Depending on temperature, these
ordered segments may produce RAFs coupled to the ordered
regions. The RAF, in turn, may impede not only transport of new
crystallizable segments to the growth face, but also hinder crystal
perfection involving the extension of chain folds (see Sect. 1.1), the
removal of helix reversals, anddmore difﬁcultdthe correction of
wrong inclinations (requiring recrystallization, as discussed in Sect.
3.1). This ordering after primary nucleation and initial growth
commonly is gradual and does not normally lead to a well-deﬁned
mesophase. Ultimately, the ordering stops, when the MAF reaches
a level determined by the formation of crystals and RAF. The same is
true for removal of the defects (see, for example [143], and also the
discussion of fold lengths and block formation [144]).
For iPP, the similarity of the Tg of the RAF and the vitriﬁcation of
the mesophase can provide a reason for the upper temperature
limit of metastability. This could also explain the large range of
small mesophase entities growing out of devitriﬁed RAF seen as
‘annealing peaks’ in Fig. 12. Once a portion of the RAF of the mes-
ophase with a Tg up to the annealing temperature is devitriﬁed, it
can, on cooling, order to a CD glass with a stability governed bymesophase size and perfection. Ultimately, when annealing at
temperatures toward the high temperature end of region I in Fig.12,
even the original mesophase of the ‘ref.’ curve devitriﬁes and
transforms into the monoclinic crystal. This more stable (meta-
stable) crystal is still not in equilibrium, the distance being ﬁxed by
its internal defects, the limited crystallinity, and the coupled RAF. In
Fig. 14, the RAF of the monoclinic iPP is similarly devitriﬁed and
ordered into mesophase by cold crystallization after quenching.
This detailed discussion of the crystallization of iPP stresses the
need for many new research directions with better characterized
samples, more precise thermal histories, and better structure and
calorimetric analyses.
Temperature-resolved WAXS provides evidence that the meso-
phase orders smoothly to the monoclinic structure on heating in
the temperature range II of Fig. 12, beginning when the 2*3/1 helix
becomes mobile [94]. Fig. 21 shows a series of WAXS scans during
heating of the mesophase of iPP (see also [39, Fig, 4.9]). The mes-
ophase starts to change to monoclinic crystals above 340 K, in good
accord with Fig. 12. The halo related to the distance between the
parallel aligned chains in the mesophase splits into the 110, 040,
and 130 reﬂections of the monoclinic crystal, and the halo assigned
to repeating period, splits into the 111, 131, and 041 reﬂections of
the monoclinic crystal. The melting of the monoclinic crystals is
recognized in Fig. 21 by the disappearance of all diffraction peaks
and the formation of a residual single broad halo, characteristic of
the melt (see also [1, Figs. IV 5 and 7]). Due to different approaches
of the data reduction and sample preparation, the exact tempera-
ture range of ﬁnal melting varies [114,128,135,136,145e147], but
usually is more than 20 K lower than Tm (see also Sect. 3.1).
While there exists structure-based information about the direct
transition of the iPB mesophase to the crystal without intermediate
melting [148e150], similar reports about iPP initially were lacking.
Fig. 21, as well as the calorimetry of Fig. 12, indicate that the phase
transformation is not connected with global melting. There is no
indication of the amorphous scattering in Fig. 21 before ultimate
melting, and for Fig. 12, prior melting would require a 15 times
bigger endotherm than the transition exotherm. The identiﬁcation
of the mesophase as a CD glass provides a simple mechanism based
on the large-amplitude motion.
Additional information about the local nature of the transition
can be gained from Fig. 22. It shows AFM images of initially
quenched, and subsequently annealed iPP [151]. The nodular habit
of the mesophase does not change on transition to the monoclinic
phase. While the AFM images of Fig. 22 have been collected at
ambient temperature, temperature-resolved AFM data gave similar
results [152]. Fig. 23 quantiﬁes the temperature-dependence of the
size of the nodules on annealing and clearly illustrates that up to
Fig. 22. Three AFM images of initially quenched iPP, collected at ambient temperature after annealing at 298 K (A), 393 K (B), and 433 K (C). Adapted with permission from [151].
Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
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domains. The major increases of the crystal dimensions go parallel
with the start of the premelting endotherm (region III in Fig. 12).
These results are also in general agreement with research using
different instrumentation [112,129]. For example, Geil et al. repor-
ted that “major change in morphology” is only observed on
annealing at temperatures higher than the onset of the a-relaxation
at about 393 K [112]. Final proof of melting followed by recrystal-
lization would be the appearance of monoclinic a2 crystals (see
Sect. 3.1).
Major progress regarding the thermal stability of themesophase
has been achieved by FSC [60,63,64]. It is known for many years
that fast heating can suppress major perfection of the phases and
allows to study the zero entropy production transitions of the
structures that become unstable at higher temperature [153]. This
well established analysis method relies on sufﬁciently fast calo-
rimetry to bypass any annealing or recrystallization and is limited
only by the possible superheating of the transitions [154].
Further DSC experiments and the extension with FSC is
described in Ref. [155] for iPP for samples grown at 300 K with path
H1 of Fig. 18. The DSC curves were taken with heating rates from 2
to 100 Kmin1 and are similar to the traces in Fig. 12 of theFig. 23. The AFM nodule size of initially quenched iPP as a function of the temperature
of annealing. Annealing at elevated temperature was performed for a period of 60 min.
The different symbols represent data obtained on samples quenched at different rates.
Adapted from [130]. Copyright 2006, with permission from Elsevier.mesophase annealed at 285 and 309 K. All DSC curves displayed
a ﬁrst, small endotherm (I) between 310 and 320 K, a small exo-
therm (II) between 360 and 370 K, and a ﬁnal, large endotherm (III)
atz430 K.
Fig. 24 shows the FSC results. Three examples of the measure-
ments with heating rates between 600 and 40,000 K s1 are dis-
played. They were quenched to the amorphous glass by cooling
with a rate of 10,000 K s1 (path C2 of Fig. 18). The amorphous
samples were then heated for ordering at 300 K for 30 s, long
enough to complete the mesophase formation (see Fig. 17). After
renewed quick quenching, the mesophase was analyzed by heat
capacity measurement at the heating rates marked in Fig. 24. The
three characteristic temperature-ranges of the DSC traces are
marked I, II, and III as before in Fig. 12. The exotherms have dis-
appeared, and the large ﬁnal melting peak has ﬁrst shifted to lower
temperature and decreases sharply in latent heat. Finally, at
40,000 K s1 heating rate, only endotherm I remains, showing the
melting peak of the mesophase atz360 K, free of reorganization to
the monoclinic phase.
The interpretation of the 40,000 K s1 curve in Fig. 24 is
straightforward. All CD glass produced at 300 K melts without
reorganization in temperature region I at 358 K. At 6000 K s1 this
peak moved to 347 K and decreased to 67% (including a small
shoulder at 363 K). At 600 K s1, peak I moved further to 340 K and
the area deceased to about 15% (not counting the shoulder). These
two and 15 intermediate cooling rates analyzed in [155] show that
at lower heating rates the original mesophase glass increasingly
transforms on heating to the stable monoclinic crystals (region II in
Fig. 12). For the interpretation of the change of the melting peak of
the mesophase, its glass transition and that of its RAF need to be
separated from the baseline. Both glass transitions are heating rate
dependent and could inﬂuence the melting.
In summary, the combination of the multiple techniques led to
a better understanding of iPP crystallization and melting. The
ordering of parts of the molecules affects the properties of the
remaining amorphous sections and ultimately precludes further
ordering. In iPP, the crystallinity limit is usually 50 20%. Onemust
study mesophase, MAF, and RAF glass transitions and intra-
molecular helix mobility to assess the metastability of the CD glass.
Finally, one has to be able to separate the melting and reorgani-
zation to judge crystal size and perfection.
Fig. 24. Apparent heat capacity of semi-mesomorphic iPP as a function of temperature
on heating at three different rates by FSC. The mesophase was grown isothermally at
300 K for 30s (see Fig. 18, mode H1, followed by a renewed quenching before analysis
at the indicated heating rates). The data were normalized to constant endotherms
above the drawn baselines. Adapted with permission from [155]. Copyright 2009
American Chemical Society.
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4.1. Polymorphism in iPB
The three main polymorphic forms of isotactic poly(1-butene)
(iPB) are called I, II, and III. They correspond to modes of chain
packing with different helices, 2*3/1, 2*11/3, and 2*4/1, respec-
tively. Fig. 3 shows the helix repeat for the three iPB helices with
the helix axis placed vertically (from bottom to top) in the plane of
the paper.
Melt crystallization of iPB yields the tetragonal crystalline lattice
of space group P4, (form II), with a low density of 0.90 g cm3
[156,157]. Each unit cell of the crystal contains two repeats of two
2*11/3 helices with opposite chirality, i.e., 44 molecular repeating
units, and a coordination number of four for the helices [156e158].
The helices share no symmetry elements with the unit cell. Form II
is kinetically favored when iPB is crystallized by cooling of the
unstrained melt at atmospheric pressure, but it is unstable. Upon
storage at room temperature, it spontaneously transforms into the
twinned trigonal form I. The transformation is completed after
about 10 days. It is increasingly metastable at higher or lower
temperatures [159,160].
Crystals of the stable form I of iPB contain chains of left-handed
and right-handed 2*3/1 helix conformations, packed in a trigonal
space group R3c with a density of 0.951 g cm3 [160]. The unit cell
is drawn in Fig. 11 (as in iPP, the neighboring helices are all drawn
isoclined which would reduce the symmetry to R3c). Only the
average of statistically anticlined helices could satisfy the centers of
symmetry and glide planes in Fig. 11. Together, both symmetry
elements would require both inclinations on the same helix, an
impossible structure. It can result from the X-ray diffraction only if
the inclinations vary randomly in position from chain to chain or
are located in sufﬁciently small domains not to be resolved by the
analysis. The 31 and 32 screw axes of the crystal coincide with the
helix axes with appropriate chirality, allowing an interpenetration
of the neighboring helices with coordination number 3.
The third polymorph, form III, grows from solutions on evapo-
ration of the solvent. It consists of 2*4/1 helices, two of which are
packed in an orthorhombic unit cell with space group P212121
[20,148,161] and a density close to that of form II and an approxi-
mately hexagonal close pack of the helices without becoming part
of the crystal lattice symmetry [20]. The lower packing density thanform I makes the form III also a metastable phase. It converts
spontaneously to the form I on drawing.
Two additional crystal structures, named I0 and II0 can be
produced by crystallization from the melt under high pressure
[162,163]. These two polymorphs are characterized by X-ray
diffraction patterns as being similar to forms I and II, respectively,
but with broader crystalline reﬂection peaks [164]. The various
crystal structures of iPB can grow or interconvert also under
different conditions of preparation. For instance, form I can be
obtained by annealing of modiﬁcations I0 and III at 363e373 K, as
well as on casting from solution. The various preparation methods
of the ﬁve polymorphs are summarized in [150,162e165].4.2. Molecular motion within iPB crystals
The small-amplitude vibrations in iPB are not expected to vary
signiﬁcantly between the polymorphs. They were analyzed and
linked to the experimental cp of a semi-crystalline sample of form
I [27]. The large-amplitude molecular motion within the poly-
morphs was studied by NMR (1H relaxation and line shapes, 13C
one-dimensional and two-dimensional high-resolution solid state
[140,166e168]). At temperatures below Tg of the bulk-amorphous
phase, rotation of the methyl group is similar for all ordered
polymorphs and the glass. This equivalence arises from the
weaker intramolecular interactions in the 2*3/1 helices of form I
which compensate much of its denser intermolecular packing
than in form II [166]. Forms I, II, and III also show additional side
group rotation below Tg. At temperatures above Tg, however, the
large-amplitude intramolecular chain motion varies with crystal
structure. A detailed characterization of the motional behavior
revealed the existence of slow rotational jumps at rates of about
10 s1 in the helices of form III, but only the tetragonal form II
shows a degree of motion that allows it to be classiﬁed as condis
crystal above the Tg of the amorphous iPB [140]. Form I0 of iPB
melts at 360e370 K, only the polymer chains in form I are rigid
up to z360 K.4.3. Crystallization kinetics of iPB mesophase (form II)
As already stated above, crystallization of iPB from the melt
yields the tetragonal mesophase, crystal form II. In contrast to iPP
(see Fig. 18), the nucleation of the mesophase of iPB is mostly
heterogeneous. By droplet experiments, homogeneous nucleation
was observed below 270 K, more than 140 K below Tm [169].
Overall, four temperature-ranges were identiﬁed from the resulting
crystal morphology [170]:
1. Below the experimental melting point, there is ﬁrst the usual
temperature gap where the melt is metastable and crystal
growth cannot occur (see [1, Sect. 5.1]).
2. From 363 K on, there is a temperature region of about 20 K
where a small number of heterogeneous crystal nuclei become
active, these nuclei are limited in number and appear sporad-
ically in time, giving rise to large spherulites.
3. At temperatures lower than 343 K, a more intense crystal
nucleation takes place, probably due activation of a different,
athermal, heterogeneous nucleation, which results in the
simultaneous growth of a large number of small, but well-
deﬁned, spherulites.
4. At very low temperatures from 270 K to Tg (at 249 K [3])
homogeneous nucleation occurs. An increasingly high number
of nuclei grow, so that the nucleated ordered regions impinge
at early stages of their growth, ultimately giving rise to
a nodular morphology (see Sect. 3.3).
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temperaturewas quantiﬁed from313 to 386 K by opticalmicroscopy
[170,171]. The growth rate has a maximum at 333 K. A temperature
and molar mass dependent change in morphology of the crystals of
form II was observed [172e174]. At higher temperatures, single
crystals with a quadratic, platelike, hedritic morphology grow [175],
while at lower temperatures the common spherulitic superstucture
results. Examples of these two morphologies are illustrated with
Fig. 25. Crystallization for the same sample conducted at lower
temperatures shows increasingly larger numbers of spherulites of
smaller size, as expected from a larger number of active heteroge-
neous nuclei. The change to hedrites in samples of low molar mass
(upper micrographs in Fig. 25) occurs at lower temperature than for
highermass (lower right picture of Fig. 25) [174]. At the temperature
of prominent hedrite growth, the 2*11/3 helices have already
reached a high degree of intramolecular mobility (see Sect. 4.2), so
that the lamellar crystals reach better perfection and develop more
extended fold lengths [173]. During the transformation from form II
to form I the different morphologies are preserved.
It was suggested, that this change in crystallization mechanism
of themesophase occurs when the crystal thickness is similar to the
radius of gyration of the chains in the melt, allowing the hedrites to
consist of more extended chains [173]. In the light of the long-
known properties of condis crystals [5,39] it is more likely that
chain extension is enhanced by the increased intramolecular helix
mobility at higher temperature than by being governed by the pre-
crystallization random coil macroconformation. All extended-chain
crystal growth from random coils is connected to condis crystals, as
mentioned in Sect. 2.2 for PE.Fig. 25. Optical micrographs documenting the morphology development of iPB of various m
were taken during the crystallization at Tc. Those at the upper right and lower left were ﬁ
contrast from a background of small spherulites which crystallized at the lower temperatur
background of small spherulites grown on cooling. (Reprinted in part with permission from4.4. Thermal properties of iPB mesophase (crystal form II)
Figs. 26 and 27 show the experimental total speciﬁc heat
capacity (cp Tot) and the frequency-dependent reversing speciﬁc
heat capacities (cp Rev) for form II crystals. The data were obtained
by temperature-modulated DSC (TMDSC) [2] on samples cooled to
the starting temperature of the analysis immediately after
isothermal crystallization at 371 K [175]. The cp Rev was measured
with three modulation periods (p). The cp Tot reveals a glass
transition centered at 245 K, caused by the MAF, followed by
a weak and broad exotherm, perhaps due to some form II to I
transformation in the room temperature region (see Fig. 27). Next,
the experimental cp Tot slowly increases, but remains below the cp
of the liquid iPB until the onset of fusion at z370 K. Melting is
represented by a large endotherm at low temperature, due to the
fusion of form II grown directly from the melt, and a smaller
endotherm at higher temperature, revealing fusion of a small
amount of form I crystals, converted from form II after crystalli-
zation, during the cooling from Tc to 213 K, and during the
subsequent heating scan.
The data in Fig. 27 allow to divide the composition of iPB into
crystals of form II (condis crystals), MAF, and RAF. The fractional
crystallinity is 0.62, theMAF equals 0.19, and the difference ofz0.18
is taken as an estimate of the RAF. These three phases vary in amount
with different crystallization conditions, as exhibited in Figs. 28
and 29. A higher amount of RAF and lower crystallinity is observed
for samples ordered at lower temperatures (see Fig. 28) or using
faster cooling rates (see Fig. 29). The MAF, in contrast, decreases
somewhat when increasing the crystallization temperature, but isolar masses, taken between crossed polarizers. The upper left and lower right pictures
rst cooled rapidly from Tc to room temperature in order to obtain images with higher
e. The quadratic crystals show only little birefringence and show up better within such
Ref. [173], copyright 2001, American Chemical Society).
Fig. 26. Speciﬁc heat capacity of iPB, crystal form II, after isothermal crystallization at
371 K and subsequent cooling to 213 K. (Reprinted in part with permission from
Ref. [175], copyright 2008, Elsevier).
Fig. 28. Crystalline fraction (wC), MAF (wA), and RAF (wRA) of form II iPB after
isothermal crystallization and subsequent cooling to 213 K, in dependence of the
isothermal crystallization temperature (Tc). (Reprinted in part with permission from
Ref. [175], copyright 2008, Elsevier).
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assignment of the RAF to the form II crystals.
In Fig. 27 the experimental cp Tot and cp Rev by TMDSC are
compared to the baselines expected for the different phase
compositions. From below the glass transition of theMAF and up to
265 K there is no difference between cp Tot and cp Rev, indicating
the relative composition of the sample remains unchanged. This is
followed by the above mentioned shallow exotherm, likely due to
some form II to I transition. From z290 K, cp Tot increases
beyond the baseline due to the MAF and atz322 K it reaches and
crosses the baseline calculated from the two-phase model, inter-
preted as the RAF having gone through its glass transition. Beyond
322 K the frequency-dependence of the cp Rev plots reveals the
occurrence of reversing thermal processes with some exchanges of
latent heat (order-disorder processes) [176,177].
This assessment leads to an estimate of the temperature-
dependence of the devitriﬁcation of the RAF, as illustrated in Fig. 30.
The RAF coupled to the condis phase (form II crystals) starts to
gradually mobilize about 10 K above the end of the Tg of the MAF,
and completes its devitriﬁcation atz322 K. As shown in Fig. 27, at
this temperature the cp Rev curves intersect a two-phase baseline,
conﬁrming that above 322 K all amorphous material has a liquid-
like cp. The particular iPB sample of Fig. 30 was isothermally grown
at Tc¼ 371 K, far above the temperature of full devitriﬁcation of the
RAF, i.e., the RAF can develop its glassy character not simulta-
neously with the growth of the condis crystals, but only on cooling
to lower temperature.Fig. 27. Enlargement of the curves of Fig. 26 in the area of baseline comparison. The
four close to linear baselines correspond from top to bottom to the extrapolated melt
(liquid); crystal and MAF (two-phase model); crystal, MAF and RAF (three phase
model); and solid. (Reprinted in part with permission from Ref. [175], copyright 2008,
Elsevier).The mobility of the condis phase was shown by NMR to begin
also at z250 K (see Sect. 4.2), but seems to contribute little to the
heat capacity below 320 K. It reaches the liquid cp just before the
beginning of major melting of the mesophase at z370 K (see
Fig. 27). One might thus consider the mesophase to be a CD glass
untilz320 K, but with some residual local chain mobility, perhaps
similar to the local, large-amplitude conformational motion in PE. A
fully mobile condis crystal, however, has developed only closer to
370 K, the temperature where the hedrite morphology shown in
Fig. 25 can develop. On heating, many small and macromolecular
condis mesophases have been seen to reach a cp as known for the
liquid phase before the beginning of the isotropization endotherm.
(For examples see [2, Figs. 2.68 and 5.143].)
4.5. Transformation of the mesophase to the stable crystal form I
The transformation of iPB from the metastable crystal form II to
the stable form I is most important for industrial use since it
improves mechanical performance, including higher hardness,
stiffness, and strength. The transition occurs without change in
morphology, and can be speeded up by deformation and by
a number of different nuclei, of which semi-crystalline iPP is
specially effective [21,150,178,179]. The transformation begins at
nucleation sites within the crystal and requires the transport of
new helices within the surrounding crystal [150]. The 2*11/3
helices are locally mobile over the whole range of transformation
temperatures (see Sect 4.2), but on addition to the crystal surface ofFig. 29. Crystalline fraction (wC), MAF (wA), and RAF (wRA) of form II iPB after non-
isothermal crystallization, plotted as a function of the logarithm of cooling rate, q, from
the melt in units of K min1 (Reprinted in part with permission from Ref. [175],
copyright 2008, Elsevier).
Fig. 30. The RAF (wRA) of the form II crystals of iPB after isothermal crystallization at
Tc¼ 371 K and cooling to 213 K as a function of temperature during the subsequent
heating at 20 Kmin1. (Reprinted in part with permission from Ref. [175], copyright
2008, Elsevier).
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more extended as can be seen from Fig. 3 and also it achieves
a denser packing in the crystal form I. Once in the rigid 2*3/1 helix,
they seem not to be able to reverse the transition to remove
remaining defects. These polymorphic transitions are neither
accompanied by a change in crystallinity, nor by a change in crystal
morphology.
Fig. 31 contains a comparison of DSC traces taken immediately
after ordering (to form II) and after storage at room temperature
when conversion to crystal form I was completed [180,181]. For the
analyzed sample, the melting peak temperature changed from
389 K for the mesophase to 401 K for the stable crystal form. The
enthalpy of fusion more than doubled, as has been widely reported
in the literature (form II: 3.495 0.2; form I: 7.910 0.6 kJ mol1
[22,181,182]). The RAF is also signiﬁcantly affected by the trans-
formation. While the crystallinity remains almost unchanged, the
RAF increases from 40% to 60% of the total amorphous fractions
[180]. Together, these results and the data on structure and
molecular motion in Sects. 4.1 and 4.2 prove the crystals of form I to
be more stable than form II.
The transition from form II to I changes the temperature-
dependence of the thermodynamic functions of the three phases in
addition to the RAF to MAF ratio. The glass transition of the MAF inFig. 31. Speciﬁc heat capacity of iPB after crystallization from the melt at 30 Kmin1.
The thin line refers to iPB analyzed immediately after crystallization to give form II
crystals, the thick solid line refers to iPB stored at room temperature after crystalli-
zation to convert all crystals to form I. The insert in the upper left is an enlargement of
the plots in the baseline cp area. (Reprinted in part with permission from Ref. [180],
copyright 2009, American Chemical Society).form I is more broadened and the Tg of the RAF moves to higher
temperature when compared to form II, as seen in the insert of
Fig. 31. In form II, the RAF undergoes its broad glass transition from
above Tg of the MAF toz322 K, while in form I the glass transition
range of the RAF reaches toz370 K.
Quasi-isothermal TMDSC allows a more precise analysis of the
temperature range from the glass transitions to melting [2]. With
this technique, experiments were runwith a modulation amplitude
of0.2 K and a period of 60 s at a set of temperatures, To [180]. One
set of measurements was made in steps of 5 K for modulation times
of 16 min. In the temperature range where cp Revwas not constant
at the end of the 16 min experiments, a separate set of was done
with a duration of 360 min. In these latter cases the heat capacity
can, furthermore, be extrapolated to identify not only cp Rev, but
also the reversible cp.
Fig. 32 illustrates that the reversing melting peak of form I by
TMDSC disappears almost completely when analyzing with quasi-
isothermal TMDSC. More details of the quasi-isothermal TMDSC
can be discerned in the upper graph of Fig. 33. Atz370 K, the upper
limit of the glass transition of its RAF is reached. Within the irre-
versible melting peak from the standard DSC, the increase of the
reversible cp goes largely parallel with the amount melted when
considering the instrument lag in the standard DSC experiment.
This observation supports the view that the crystal form I becomes
mobile at the time of melting, as one commonly assumes for
standard crystals. In the frame of the present discussion of phases
as summarized in Fig. 2, this means melting and glass transition of
the polymer chain occur simultaneously [50].
The quasi-isothermal TMDSC of the condis crystals (crystal form
II), is depicted in the lower graph of Fig. 33. According to the cp,
liquid-like mobility is reached at z370 K for the whole sample,
amorphous, and mesophase, while for form I crystals this level of
mobility coincides with Tm atz400 K. As mentioned in Sect. 4.4, it
is a frequent observation that mesophases such as condis and liquid
crystals of ﬂexible macromolecules and small molecules reach
a liquid-like mobility below their begin of melting, i.e., they go
through a glass transition below the temperature range of ultimate
isotropization [5,39,50]. The upper end of the glass transition of the
RAF of form II condis crystals is at 322 K, as seen also in Fig. 27.
Some reversible latent heat is indicated in the region where the
crystals of form II melt, in line with the frequent observations that
the more rigid chains in form I crystals (2*3/1 helices) showFig. 32. Speciﬁc heat capacity of iPB form I (after crystallization from the melt at
30 Kmin1 and storage at room temperature). The thick solid line is the total heat
capacity by conventional DSC at 20 Kmin1, the thin line is the reversing speciﬁc heat
capacity measured by TMDSC. The solid squares represent the heat capacity at each To
eliminating all slow processes by measurement with quasi-isothermal TMDSC.
(Reprinted in part with permission from Ref. [180], copyright 2009, American Chemical
Society).
Fig. 33. Speciﬁc heat capacity of iPB measured by quasi-isothermal TMDSC. Upper
graph: Form I, crystallization from the melt at 0.5 K min1 and storage at room
temperature as for Fig. 32. Lower graph: Form II, measured immediately after crys-
tallization from the melt at 0.5 K min1. (Reprinted in part with permission from
Ref. [180], copyright 2009, American Chemical Society).
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crystals (2*11/3 helices) [51].
5. Comparison of the mesophases and conclusions
New insight is presented into the properties of the mesophases
of the ﬁrst threemembers of the alkene polymer family, PE, iPP, and
iPB which proved largely different. The analysis was achieved by
combining information on intramolecular and intermolecular
large-amplitude molecular motion, phase structure, and thermo-
dynamic stability for the various phases that make up their global
structures.
The similarities of the three polymers are expressed in the
molten state by all three having the same density (z0.86 g cm3 at
room temperature). The equilibrium melting shows a unique
variation inTm of the crystal structureswhich are stable at ambient
conditions, namely 414, 460, and 411 K for PE, iPP, and iPB with
corresponding heats of fusion at Tm of 8.22, 8.70, and 7.90 J K1
(mol of 2-carbon repeating unit)1. The Tgs mirror the melting
temperatures with their bulk-amorphous values of 237, 270, and
249 K, respectively. Overall, these crystal and bulk-amorphous
properties give little insight into the different behavior and prop-
erties of this important group of industrial polymers.
Major differences among PE, iPP, and iPB arise from their various
helix structures as displayed in Fig. 3 and the packing of these on
ordering. The intramolecular, large-amplitude chain motion along
the chain in form of local gauche-trans conformational rotations
develops on heating out of the corresponding low temperature
torsional oscillations. In all solid phases of PE, this motion begins
already at z120 K. In amorphous PE, this large-amplitude motion
becomes cooperative abovez150 K and causes the typical increase
of Cp for the glass transition. In crystalline PE, a similar larger
increase begins >250 K is, however, not completed before meltingintervenes. For the 2*3/1 helices seen in the stable crystals of iPP
and iPB, such motion begins, in contrast, only at z360 K. The
density for PE crystals at room temperature is 1.00 g cm3, higher
than in iPP and iPB crystals (both z0.95 g cm3). This density
difference is caused by differences in the packing of the helices. The
heats of fusion mirror the differences in intermolecular contacts
achieved on crystallization when calculated per mole of total C-
atoms (in the main-chain and side groups): 4.11, 2.9, and
2.0 kJ mol1, respectively.
The molecular coupling between crystalline and amorphous
phases imparts restrictions on the molecular motion of the
surrounding amorphous. For PE, this coupling is least among the
three polymers. It causes only a broadening of the glass transition of
the surrounding MAF to higher temperature, while for the helical
structures of iPP and iPB a considerable amount of RAF is devel-
oped. The lesser molecular coupling was observed for PE to be
central in creating its ultimate mechanical properties by allowing
the creation of a metastable, oriented, noncrystalline phase which
extended to greater lengths than the crystals. As in all semi-crys-
talline polymers, the changes in the amorphous phase limit the
crystallinity. Similar differences show up also in the upper limit of
the temperatures for homogeneous crystal nucleation. Their
distance from the equilibrium Tm increases from a low of 55 K for
PE, to 105 K for iPP, and to 140 K for iPB.
Of the three polymers only PE has an equilibrium mesophase,
a condis phase at high temperature and pressure. This condis
mesophase possesses a largely increased intramolecular confor-
mational mobility. The condis crystals of PE are chain-folded when
growing from the melt, as is typical for all ﬂexible, linear macro-
molecules. The lesser density and greater intramolecular mobility
at the higher temperaturemake PE the only of these three polymers
which was shown to subsequently to growth can fully extend the
folded-chains. This mobility within the condis crystals, the absence
of RAF, and the lesser density-differential between mesophase and
the melt also helps to move all surrounding, coupled amorphous
molecule-segments into the crystal. Thus, crystallization under
pressure can yield extended-chain crystals with close to 100%
crystallinity. On release of the hydrostatic pressure and cooling, the
mesophase retains its equilibrium morphology and transforms to
the orthorhombic, extended-chain crystal structure.
From the melt, the growth of stable, monoclinic iPP crystals
slows close to the freezing of the helix mobility, the beginning of
homogeneous crystal nucleation, and the Tg of the RAF. At low
temperature, iPP orders to ametastable condis glass. This CD glass is
similar in helix conformation (2*3/1) and crystallinity to the stable,
monoclinic phase. The helix, however, is frequently interrupted by
defects. The condis glass converts spontaneously to the monoclinic
crystal after it exceeds its own glass transition (estimated to be at
360 K). The transition has a rather small latent heat since its main
process involves only the intramolecular correction of the local,
non-equilibrium helix defects and a small improvement in crystal
symmetry causing an increase of the heat of fusion byz7%.
The iPB, in contrast to iPP, always forms a mesophase on cooling
from the melt (crystal form II). The mesophase contains the more
mobile 2*11/3 helices, completely different from the 2*3/1 helices
of the stable, trigonal crystals (form I). The 2*3/1 helices are rigid
below z360 K, while the 2*11/3 helices stay internally mobile to
240 K, close to the glass transition of the bulk-amorphous phase. In
the upper temperature region of the growth of the mesophase,
close to its class transition, there is enough mobility in the 2*11/3
helices to undergo a larger amount of chain extension. The low
intermolecular interaction of the 2*11/3 helices cause the meso-
phase to have a small heat of fusion (3.5 kJ mol1 versus
7.9 kJ mol1 for the stable crystal form I). Thus, the metastable
condis state arises out of its possessing a more mobile helix,
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which is closer to that of the melt than to crystal form I. It seems
likely that short segments the 2*11/3 helix are also present in the
melt, and that 2*3/1 helix segments, found in the iPP melt, are not
a big part of the iPB melt. The transformation of the mesophase of
iPB to the stable crystal is intermolecular instead intramolecular, as
was seen for iPP. This means, it undergoes a nucleation step of the
new phase with its rigid helix structure and much higher density.
The helices of the RAF attached to the form I crystals has an upper
limit of Tg of z370 K. The rigidity of the iPB 2*3/1 helix and its
possible absence in the melt should thus provide the main reasons
for the lack of the direct nucleation and growth of the stable crystal
form I from the melt.
A detailed study of the three title polymers by the contributing
authors and the large amount of information in the literature about
these polymers were needed to clarify their vastly different mes-
ophase behaviors. Progress was possible by comparing more
contributing factors than commonly assessed and expanding the
classical scheme of treatment of phases and their transition as
summarized in Fig. 2. It is interesting to note that themore than 150
year old Ostwald’s rule of stages is at the root of the solution of the
problem of formation of the growth of the mesophases. Their
metastability, however, could only be understood when studying
their glass transitions and the large-amplitude motion within the
polymer chain. It was also noted, that many of the theories of
crystal nucleation and growth as well as their defects developed for
small molecules must be modiﬁed for macromolecules. Extending
this improvement in understanding to all ﬂexible, linear macro-
molecules may lead to the considerable progress needed to further
optimize polymeric materials for speciﬁc applications.Acknowledgments
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